
 

 

 

 

 

 
From the Desk of the President: 

Hi gang another month has come to an end and the May cruise was 
a wash, and I mean that literally. It rained pretty much the whole 
time, but I want to thank everyone that attended anyway. Taking 
the daily drivers was not as much fun but hopefully checking out 
the rod shop and having lunch at the cool diner made up for it. 
 
I know most of us do the work on our cars ourselves, but I think all 
of us can appreciate work done at a shop like Fast Freddies. I like 
having a shiny well-built car just as much as the next. What I 
cannot fathom is actually driving one of these pristine beasts after it 

is all done. I would be so afraid of it getting a rock chip or god forbid having an accident. I have come to the 
realization in the last few years I care more about a car that I can drive and not have to worry about it. I don't 
foresee putting a nice paint job on my Chevelle anytime soon. I will however, make it safe, drivable, and enjoy 
it just the same. Guess it means I need to quit talking about it and really work on it! 
 
I hope I have not offended anyone as I know some of you have a lot of time and money in your vehicles, but I 
am glad that we have lots of people who like to drive their cars. Everyone keep your fingers crossed that our 
fall cruise will have better weather. I also want to put out there that if anyone wants to do an impromptu cruise 
on a weekend or go to a car show that you post it on the forum or Facebook.  
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May Meeting 

I missed the May meeting, but got a few pictures to post.  There are two Studebakers in the 
shop at Fast Freddies.  My grandfather always drove “studes” until they stopped making them.  
Then the only car that could compare was a Mercedes.  I remember riding in a Studebaker like 
the older one (1953?) when I was young.  When I was a teenager, my dad finally bought his 
dream car – a 1957 Golden Hawk.  It was a disgusting salmon color, but he loved it.  Then he 
bought a 1963 Avanti with the supercharged engine and 4-speed.  Shortly after buying it, he 
had a heart attack and couldn’t drive it.  So he would have me take him for a ride.  Every time 
he would say “these supercharged engines need to be wound up once in a while”, so I would!  
We would drive around behind Bob’s Produce Ranch, drifting corners and banging gears until 
he was set for a while.  That is one of my fondest memories of time with him. 

 

Here are some pictures taken by President Chris: 



 



 



Chevelle Trivia. 

Chevelle Trivia 1968 
 
The Chevelle received a major restyle in 1968, giving it more of a fastback 
look 
 
Production of the SS 396 Chevelles dipped slightly from 1967, to 57,595 
units, along with 5,190 SS 396 El Caminos. 
 
1968 was the only year that an SS 396 El Camino was offered as a specific 
individual model. 
 
In 1968 the Chevelle chassis came in two wheel bases: one for two door 
models, another for four-doors, wagons and El Caminos. Before 1968, all 
Chevelles measued 115" from hub to hub. For 1968, two doors measured 112" 
while the rest of the line got a longer 116" chassis. 
 
One way to tell a 1968 SS 396 from the run of the mill Chevelle was it's 
exclusive lower body treatment. All but dark colored Super Sports got a 
blacked out section below the lower body side trim. Adding the optional 
pinstripes (RPO D96) deleted that treatment, although early models came with 
both. 
 
Beginning in 1968 the VIN plate was located on the dash and visible through 
the windshield. 
 
The turbo jet crossflags were replaced by a tag incorporated into the front side 
marker lamp bezels. Early cars included the SS with the numerals 396. 
 
Engine choice was unchanged from 1967, limited to three 396 engines. 
 
The 375hp SS 396 option finally made it's way to the front side of the order 
sheet. 4,751 Chevelles were ordered with this option. 
 
From 1968 on, all engines used a spin on oil filter rather than the canister style 
with replacement cartridge. 
 
The 1968 Chevelle SS 396's got improved finned front brake drums. Optional 
front disc brakes were available with the rally rims. 
 
1968 was the first year for hideaway windshield wipers and they were 
standard on SS 396 models. 

 



 



 

 



Want-Ads.   

 
 

Judging by the fact that no-one has sent me an ad, I assume this is not a vital part of this 
newsletter.  So I guess it is time to concede defeat and discontinue this.  But if you want me to 
post something in the future, just send it to me.   
 
Meanwhile, I need a pair of Corvette 15 x 8 rally wheels.  They must be stamped AZ.  Thanks, 
Larry.  Llucast80@gmail.com 

 
 

 
Everyone needs an LS6! 

Next meeting: June  - Watch the forum for info. 
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